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Abstract. An important function of entertainment robots is voice com-
munication with humans. For realizing them, accurate speech recognition
and a speaker-direction detection mechanism are necessary. The direct-
noise problem is serious in such speech processing. The microphone at-
tached to the robot body receives not only human voices but also motor
and mechanical noises directly. The direct noises are often larger than
distance voices and fatally degrade the speech recognition rate. Even if
the microphone close to the user (”on-mic”) is used for speech recogni-
tion, the body microphones (”off-mic”) are still necessary for detecting
the speaker direction under the severe condition with direct noises. This
paper describes a new method for detecting the speaker direction based
on the on-and-off microphone combination. The system searches for the
spectral elements of ”on-mic” voice in the other ”off-mic” channels. The
segregated power ratio or the time delay between the ”off-mic” channels
is used for detecting the speaker direction. Experiments show that the
proposed method effectively improves the direction detection accuracy
during the robot moves.

1 Introduction

Recent mechatronics technologies realized the autonomous robots which work
together with our human beings. In near future, house-keeping robots may cook
breakfast, wash clothes, and clean rooms. Also entertainment robots may sing,
dance, gesticulate, and chat with us. However an important function of such
robots is voice communication with humans, it is still difficult now. The serious
problem in speech recognition is direct noises. The microphone attached to the
robot body receives not only human voices but also motor and mechanical noises
directly. Direct motor noises are often larger than incoming voices and fatally
degrade the speech recognition rate.

An ”on-mic” approach is promising to avoid this problem. That means the
microphone located close to the user. For example, a mobile-phone like voice
commander or a head-set microphone can receive the user’s voice without any
direct noises.
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Even if the robot has the ”on-mic” input channel, body microphones (i.e. ”off-
mic” channels) are still necessary because these signals are used for detecting the
speaker direction. When the command ”Come here!” was recognized, the robot
has to detect the direction of the speaker and turn its body before walking.

This paper describes a new method for detecting the speaker direction based
on the on-and-off microphone combination. The system searches for the spectral
elements of ”on-mic” voice from the other ”off-mic” channels. The segregated
power ratio or the time delay between the ”off-mic” channels is used for detecting
the speaker direction (Fig. 1). Experiments show that the proposed method
effectively improves the direction detection accuracy during the robot moves.

2 Detection of Speaker Direction

2.1 Localization Queues

At the beginning of this section, we have to mention about the excellent direction
detection mechanism of the human auditory system. We humans can easily find
the direction of incoming sounds using two ears. The main queues of sound
localization are the interaural level difference (ILD) and the interaural time
difference (ITD) [1, 2].

Notice that these queues are essential to construct the machine auditory
system. Several sophisticated researches have been carried [3, 4] for adding the
auditory function to computers. The system enables a computer to localize in-
coming sounds, to segregate them into speech/noise, and to recognize the speech
as a command. It works well even under the office-level noise environment.

In the case of real robots, the serious problem occurs derived from their direct
motor and mechanical noises. The direct noises are often larger than incoming
sounds and destroy the direction detection queues.
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2.2 Traditional Methods and Problems

Figure 2 shows the positions of microphones attached to the robot body in
our experiments. Non-directional microphones are attached to the left and right
shoulders of the robot (channel 1 and 2). Angled uni-directional microphones
(i.e. one-point stereo microphone) are attached to the robot chest (channel 3
and 4). And we use a head-set microphone as an ”on-mic” channel for capturing
clear voice (channel 5).

Phonetically balanced 50 words are pronounced by a speaker from three
incident angles (0o, 30o, 60o) (Fig. 3). The training data set is pronounced under
no noise condition. And the test data set is pronounced during the robot drives
its arms. All data are recorded through the four ”off-mic” channels and the one
”on-mic” channel. Figure 4 (a) shows a speech waveform example of Japanese
word ”Junban” without noise. Figure 4 (b) shows a speech waveform of the same
word with the motor and mechanical noises. The average S/N ratio of the test
data is 10dB.
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Fig. 4. Speech samples with/without motor and mechanical noises

ILD-based Method A simple level-based direction detection mechanism is
shown in Fig. 5. The system calculates the log powers of both (3 and 4) channel
signals and their difference. The calibration unit was tuned by training data
in advance. Table 1 shows the performance of the simple direction detection
mechanism based on the level-based method. A direction detection result is
judged to be correct only when the incident angle and the recognized angle
are identical. Under the condition without noise, such a simple mechanism still
determines the sound directions with 82 % accuracy. However, the performance
was drastically degraded under the motor and mechanical noises.
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Fig. 5. A simple direction detection mechanism based on the level difference be-
tween two channels (ch3: uni-directional microphone on the robot chest(L), ch4: uni-
directional microphone on the robot chest(R) )



Table 1. Direction detection scores by the simple level-based method

Noise condition Direction detection score(%)

without noise 82.0
motor and mechanical noises 34.7
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Fig. 6. A simple direction detection mechanism based on the time difference between
two channels (ch1: non-directional microphone on the robot shoulder(L), ch2: non-
directional microphone on the robot shoulder(R) )

ITD-based Method A simple time-based direction detection mechanism is
shown in Fig. 6. The system calculates the cross-correlation function between
channel 1 and channel 2, and determines their time delay by searching for the
peak. The calibration unit was tuned by training data in advance. Table 2 shows
the performance of the simple direction detection mechanism based on the time-
based method. Under the condition without noise, this mechanism determines
the sound directions with 72 % accuracy. This score is little bit worse than
the level-based method. On the contrary, under the severe condition with direct
motor and mechanical noises, the time-based method achieved better scores than
the level-based method. This result indicates that the time difference feature
is more robust for direction detection against the direct noises than the level
difference feature.

2.3 New Method using the On-and-Off Microphone Combination

The motor and mechanical noises propagate through the robot body and vibrate
the microphones directly. The strong noise hides the interaural difference derived

Table 2. Direction detection scores by the simple time-based method

Noise condition Direction detection score(%)

without noise 72.0
motor and mechanical noises 63.3
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Fig. 7. New direction detection mechanism based on the level difference and on-and-off
microphone combination (ch3: uni-directional microphone on the robot chest(L), ch4:
uni-directional microphone on the robot chest(R), ch5: uni-directional microphone close
to the user)

Table 3. Direction detection scores by the simple and new level-based method under
the direct motor and mechanical noises

Method Direction detection score(%)

simple level-based 34.7
on-and-off mic combination 59.3

from incoming speech. This is the reason why the simple level-based direction
detection method does not work well during the robot moves.

The framework shown in Fig. 1 has an ”on-mic” channel which is the mi-
crophone located close to the user. A mobile-phone like voice commander or a
head-set microphone can receive the user’s clear voice for accurate speech recog-
nition. Also this clear voice can be used for detecting the speech direction.

Modified ILD-based Method Figure 5 shows the signal flow diagram of a
new level-based direction detection mechanism. In spite of the power calcula-
tion, the system calculates the cross-correlation function between the ”on-mic”
channel and two ”off-mic” channels. This means that the system searches for the
spectral elements of the ”on-mic” voice in the other ”off-mic” signals. Only the
log power elements derived from the voice signals are picked up and compared.
The calibration unit was tuned by training data in advance. Table 3 shows the
performance of the modified direction detection mechanism based on the level-
based method. About the 1/3 of direction detection errors are reduced by this
approach.

Modified ITD-based Method Figure 6 shows the signal flow diagram of
a new time-based direction detection mechanism. The system calculates the
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Fig. 8. New direction detection mechanism based on the time difference and on-and-off
microphone combination (ch1: non-directional microphone on the robot shoulder(L),
ch2: non-directional microphone on the robot shoulder(R), ch5: uni-directional micro-
phone close to the user)

Table 4. Direction detection scores by the simple and new time-based method under
the direct motor and mechanical noises

Method Direction detection score(%)

simple time-based 63.3
on-and-off mic combination 76.0

cross-correlation function between the ”on-mic” channel and two ”off-mic” chan-
nels similarly to the modified level-based method. Peak picking for the cross-
correlation functions determines the time delays between the ”on-mic” channel
and two ”off-mic” channels. The difference of them indicates the time delay of
voice signal elements between ”off-mic” channels (channel 1 and channel 2). The
calibration unit was tuned by training data in advance. Table 4 shows the perfor-
mance of the modified direction detection mechanism based on the time-based
method. The best direction detection score 76.0 % is achieved by this method
under the motor and mechanical noise condition.

3 Summary

The new method for detecting the speaker direction based on the on-and-off
microphone combination was proposed in this paper. For realizing the voice
communication functions on entertainment robots, accurate speech recognition
and a speaker-direction detection mechanism are necessary. The microphones
attached to the robot body (”off-mic”) are suitable for detecting the speaker
direction. However, they are often disturbed by the direct motor and mechani-
cal noises. The microphone located close to the user (”on-mic”) is suitable for
accurate speech recognition because it can receive the user’s voice without any



Table 5. Summary of direction detection scores

Method Noise condition Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Score(%)

simple level-based without noise - - o o - 82.0
simple level-based moter and mech. - - o o - 34.7

proposed level-based moter and mech. - - o o o 59.3

simple time-based without noise o o - - - 72.0
simple time-based moter and mech. o o - - - 63.3

proposed time-based moter and mech. o o - - o 76.0

direct noises. However, it cannot determine the speaker direction. This paper
improved the traditional direction detection method by using the on-and-off mi-
crophone combination. The system searches for the spectral elements of ”on-mic”
voice in the other ”off-mic” channels. The segregated power ratio or the time
delay between the ”off-mic” channels is used for detecting the speaker direction.
Experiments show that the proposed method effectively improves the direction
detection accuracy. The best direction detection score 76.0 % was achieved under
the motor and mechanical noise condition.

The physiological or technological researches in this field are progressing year
by year [5–8]. We would like to apply new knowledge into our system in future
works.
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